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Guess what we just did?
A brief peek at what the EUYO has been up to
through the summer and early autumn
Ferrara Chamber Academy, September 2019
Two weeks mentoring young players and performing for an entire city

Smiling for group photos on the wooden planks of the stage, cheering and hugging together, hearts still beating to the rhythm of Max Richter’s extraordinary
Four seasons recomposed, the EUYO players leave the stage and discard their
blue EU sashes and bowties on a warm September evening in Ferrara.
As their laughing and garrulous voices faded away in the dusky streets, a child
nudged his parents and pointed at a couple of backpack violin cases walking off,
explaining that the same players had performed at his very own school. In the
distance, an old couple was meandering home, old hands gripping walking
canes, and thinned voices comparing the concert with the one enjoyed last
week in their old age home. As a car rumbled on the cobblestone, the driver, a
medic, was thinking about the pictures he made of the encore on his mobile,
and how showing it to his little patients in the hospital the morning after would
make them smile – the melody was so happy, like the music that same EUYO
players performed in the hospital.
Top: EUYO playing in Teatro Claudio Abbado © ph. Marco Caselli Nirmal.
From left to right: performances in city hospital, Late Night at Grisù Factory, Old age home.

RECENT EUYO ACTIVITIES
IN NUMBERS

5

EU countries

Austria, Czech Republic, Germany,
Italy and The Netherlands
________________________________

8

Main venues

With world-class halls including the
Berlin Konzerthaus, the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw, the Grafenegg
Wolkenturm, Prague’s
Rudolfinum and the Elbphilharmonie
________________________________

14

Main concerts

Attended by thousands of people
________________________________

30

The list could go on, as the EUYO made its presence felt in Ferrara through
numerous initiatives: not only the four concerts in the Teatro, the open-air Late
Night session in a former fire station converted into a cultural complex, or the
citywide chamber music performances under the auspices of the Orchestra in
Città! project, but also the yearly meeting of the National Associate Partners of
the Orchestra, and a round table held in the imposing Estense Castle and in the
courtyard of Palazzo Crema, exploring the idea of creating a new children’s orchestra, (details to be found in another of our Newsletter articles).
The magnitude of the EUYO players presence around the city of Ferrara in the
last few days is indeed remarkable, and the variety of people they touched with
their performances amazingly wide. EUYO players were joined by 18 Young Italian Musicians, plus members of the second edition of the Ferrara Chamber
Academy, who were tutored by selected EUYO alumni.
Together with more than 30 EUYO members, Chamber Orchestra of Europe
mentors and Finnish director and soloist Antti Tikkanen, that made for quite a
significant musical family, all convened together to play music, strengthening a
bond which – as we know – is not so easily described in words. Recent alumni
like Emily Davis and Amalie Kjældgaard Kristensen met with new players, infusing them with the EUYO spirit; whilst members of the Chamber Orchestra of
Europe imparted their experience and knowledge.

Chamber
music sessions

In Grafenegg, Berlin, Bolzano, Ferrara
________________________________

46

Public
performances

Including concerts, sessions of chamber
music and open rehearsals for schools
________________________________

126

EUYO players

Joining forces with EUYO alumni and
Chamber Orchestra of Europe tutors
________________________________
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EUYO Summer Tour 2019, July – September 2019
RECENT EUYO ACTIVITIES
IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

26 September 2019 – Ferrara
Ferrara Academy Concert
Young Italians Concert
________________________________
25 September 2019 – Ferrara
Open rehearsal for schools
________________________________
24 September 2019 – Ferrara
School concert
Hospice concert
________________________________
22 September 2019 – Ferrara
Round table
________________________________
21 September 2019 – Ferrara
Late Lounge Club night
Ferrara Academy Concert
Young Italians Concert
Round table
National Associate Partners Meeting
________________________________
20 September 2019 – Ferrara
Open rehearsal for schools
________________________________
19 September 2019 – Ferrara
School concert
Old age home concert
Hospital concert
________________________________
18 August 2019 – Grafenegg
Late night session
Wolkenturm concert
Prelude concert
________________________________
16 August 2019 – Hamburg
Elbphilharmonie concert
________________________________
15 August 2019 – Amsterdam
Concertgebouw concert
________________________________
13 August 2019 – Bolzano
Bolzano Festival concert
________________________________
12 August 2019 – Bolzano
Spazio Klassik chamber music
________________________________
10 August 2019 – Bolzano
Bolzano Music Gallery
________________________________
9 August 2019 – Bolzano
Spazio Klassik chamber music
________________________________
7 August 2019 – Bolzano
Bolzano Festival concert
________________________________
4 August 2019 – Berlin
Konzerthaus concert (Ode to Joy)
________________________________
3 August 2019 – Berlin
Berlin Music Gallery chamber music
________________________________
2 August 2019 – Berlin
Konzerthaus concert
________________________________
31 July 2019 – Prague
Rudolfinum concert
________________________________
28 July 2019 – Vienna
Vienna Close-up concert
MuseumsQuartier chamber music
________________________________
27 July 2019 – Grafenegg
Late night session
Auditorium concert
________________________________
21 July 2019 – Grafenegg
Grafenegg Music Gallery chamber music

At home in Europe

Thunderous clapping from an ecstatic public fill the air. Yells of bravo, whistles
and every other form of approval imaginable rise up from the open-air Wolkenturm in Grafenegg, while the fresh breeze of a summer evening carries away the
last notes of a stunningly happy encore. Young musicians embrace each other
on the stage, and tears of joy run on scores of faces, as the musicians become a
living image of the very idea of happiness.
This was the scene during this summer, on August 18th to be precise, after the
last concert of the summer tour of the European Union Youth Orchestra took
place in Grafenegg, Lower Austria. Two days before that, the Orchestra was performing in Hamburg’s spectacular concert hall, the Elbphilharmonie, with its
modern glassy outline resembling sails hoisted over a square red-brick base.
The day before that, the Orchestra was in Amsterdam, performing in one of the
finest concert halls in the world, the Royal Concertgebouw, in the presence of
Her Royal Highness Princess Beatrix – yes, the same Beatrix you can see portrayed on the back of Dutch euro coins.
Many of the same players that embraced each other in Grafenegg were shaking
hands with the Princess in a private post-concert reception with Her Majesty –
and that was no more than business as usual, as can be seen in the Concertgebouw’s cafeteria, where a ‘90s photo of the Royal Family shows Princess (then
Queen) Beatrix receiving a flower bouquet from a young member of the Orchestra whose radiant smile (and also trademark EU blue and yellow scarf) expresses
everything about these EU musicians that need be said.

EUYO players, Secretary General Marshall Marcus and conductor Stéphane
Denève, with HRH Princess Beatrce in the Concertgebouw Amsterdam
© photo Ronald Knapp

Before that, the Orchestra experienced a flurry of activities – a week long residence in Bolzano, in the Italian Südtirol, performing not only two sold-out concerts for Bolzano Festival Bozen but also several chamber music activities, such
as performing in the squares of the city in specially-designed “music yurts”. As
the public in Bolzano was cheering EUYO events, rehearsals were occupying the
time between performances, as here the Orchestra switched conductors, Vasily
Petrenko being followed by Stéphane Denève who was rehearsing for his debut
with the EUYO. Time – as always in these matters – was a precious commodity,
what with a programme including a contemporary piece by Connesson, Mahler’s
5th symphony, and Mozart with soloist Andreas Ottensamer.
Yet the players were already well into the tour: they came from an intense 3day residency in Berlin that marked the 20th-anniversary of the Young Euro Classic festival. There they performed chamber music around the City and two sold
out concerts. The concert hall is one of the great temples of classical music, the
Berlin Konzerthaus, with its ancient Greek-style columns adorned on this occasion with a blue carpet with yellow stars to honour the players and the European
Union that they represent. There, a live interactive streamed performance of
Beethoven’s 9th symphony and the European Hymn gathered and wowed an
audience of more than seven thousand inside and outside of the hall, marking a
historical moment.
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The players were already elated by
their previous nine fast-pacing chamber music performances in four landmark places in Berlin, such as the hip
Klunkerkranich rooftop bar, and the
grand Deutsches Historisches Museum,
in which triumphal violin duos were
played beneath the watchful eyes of
Napoleon Bonaparte painted in full imperial regalia and the empty old Prussian-blue suit and tricorn hat of Frederick the Great.
This too was not an entirely novel experience for the players – a mere week
before, the same players performed in Vienna’s MuseumsQuartier, greeting children at the Zoom Kindermuseum,
surrounded by Egon Schiele’s artworks in the Leopold Museum, and performing a site specific world-premiere
virtuosically composed by the percussionists of the Orchestra themselves, Sound Squares, in the avant-garde
mumok museum.
Ode to Joy performance in Berlin - Click on the play button to see the video

Between Vienna and Berlin, the EUYO had presented another sold out concert in Prague’s Rudolfinum, the city’s
beautiful historic concert hall. The concert marked the arrival of the Capital Sounds concerts series to the Czech
Republic, with soloist Nicolas Altstaedt performing Dvořák’s Cello concerto in B minor, one of the most beloved
pieces of the Czech composer. Before Vienna, there was the start of the residency and tour in Grafenegg, the
Orchestra’s summer home and principal venue partner. Here, the summer tour players gathered and spent three
weeks, culminating in the evening’s concert in the Auditorium and a Late Night session performance in the
Reitschule. A week before these concerts the EUYO musicians had begun their summer performances by playing
four ‘trails’ of chamber music in twelve rooms in Schloss Grafenegg, part of the Orchestra’s Music Gallery series.
The Music Gallery included music performances with custom-made video projections, 3D animation, the Music
Eyes project and visual sound portraits of artists and musicians; all an exploration of the relationship between
sound and vision. Here in Grafenegg, the young players explored new areas of learning in the annual Music Labs:
how to talk effectively to audiences, how to approach them, how to deal with performance anxiety, how to understand the history behind the Summer programme, discovering that Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony has a complicated story of associations that include its use by Capitalist protesters, Nazis, Bolsheviks and Maoists, as well
as legions of more conventional audiences.
The same Grafenegg Auditorium was home to weeks of rehearsal sessions with Peter Stark, the EUYO’s Rehearsal Director who prepared the Orchestra before the arrival of Vasily Petrenko. A selected group of worldclass tutors also guided the players: Lorenza Borrani, Oliver Kipp, Robert Smissen, Gregor Horsch, Wies de Boevé,
Kai Frömbgen, Martin Owen, Wim Van Hasselt, Peter Gane, Mark Braafhart and Luisa Prandina, now performers
themselves in orchestras including the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, the Teatro
alla Scala Orchestra, the Lucerne Festival Orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, The Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Spira Mirabilis and the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields. Many of them have been players of
the EUYO, embodying the continuity of relationship that so characterises EUYO alumni.
Before the Summer Tour, the Orchestra had spent the previous months helping to celebrate EU Presidencies
and European Cities of Culture, performing concerts in major EU cities as well as outside of Europe (notably in
Myanmar, China and Oman). Now the Orchestra is preparing for autumn projects in Canada and Cuba. And all of
these projects including numerous innovative and free projects for audiences new to classical music. The sheer
number of these activities helps one to understand what the EUYO really is: “the best possible ambassador for
the European Union”. This definition comes from EU Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker, and indeed captures one of the defining aspects of this Orchestra: the international mission of letting the highest ideals of the
European Union be refracted through the prism of European culture and heritage, and play out for diverse 21st
century audiences around the world.
All press requests should be addressed to Daniele Milazzo daniele@euyo.eu +44 7471992975

Want to hear more?
Sign to #EUYONewsletter
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Policy, Vice-President of the European Commission
The heads of state and government of the 28 EU member states,
President of the European Committee of the Regions

